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The decomposition method is demonstrated to provide a convenient and com- 
putationally simple solution of equations, such as V*U =S+ ku for given boundary 
conditions, and can easily be adapted to solution of nonlinear versions and for 
complex (linear, nonlinear, or even random or coupled) boundary conditions. 
6 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
The inhomogeneous elliptic equation V ‘u = f + ku, where f and k 
are functions of x, y, z arising in problems of physics, chemistry, and 
engineering has been considered most recently by McClendon and Rabitz by 
variational methods [ 11. We consider here solution by the decomposition 
method of Adomian [2, 31 and generalize further to the multi-dimensional 
case in a following paper [4]. For comparisons with his numerical results, 
we will consider the one-dimensional example of [ 11: 
d ‘u/dx2 - 4Oxu = 2 
U(-l)=u(l)=O. 
This equation is a generalization of Airy’s equation to a nonhomogeneous 
case with the added difficulty that the large numerical coefficient of xu 
makes the equation relatively stiff. The nonzero forcing function yields an 
additional Airy-like function. Let L = d2/dx2 and write 
Lx=2+4Oxu 
u=c,+c2x+L~‘(2)+L~‘(40xu). 
Let u~=cl+c2x+L~L(2)=c1+c2x+xz and u=~~=~u,. The following 
components of 1.4 are given by 
u,+*=L~140xu, 
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for n > 0. Thus 
555 
24, = L-‘4oxu, = +,x3 + &x4+ 2x5. 
Proceeding in the same way, 
80 6 200 7 10 8 u2=7-c,x +-&-2x +yi-x 
We can continue in the same manner to determine the U, as far as we like. 
The sum u = C,“= o u, is the true solution and some n-term approximation 
4, = Cl:d U, will be sufficient-usually for low n. The constants are 
evaluated by using 4, for u in satisfying the specified conditions. 
So far we have the three-term approximation d3 given by 
qs3 = c, + czx + x2 + $%,x3 i +$,x4+ 2x5 
+ yc, x6 + g%2x’ + yx*. 
If we wish to impose the boundary conditions at this stage, 
&(l)=cl(l +y++)+cJl +~++)+(1+2+~)=0 
f$3(-1)=c,(1-~++)+cz(-1 ++%)+(1-2+?)=0 
or 
so that 
(; !rL)(::)=( 2) 
(f:)=( -E!). 
The limit of 4, as n + cc is obviously U. The results for several values 
of n are given in Table I and Table II. Table I shows values of the 
n-term approximant 4, by the decomposition method for n = 3,6,9,12, 
comparing each with the McClendon-Rabitz and the Grey-Mangeot-Sales 
results given in [l]. Table II computes also Dy = (d*/dx’-40x) y = 
(yip I - 2yi + yi+ ,)h2 - 4Ox,y, for the AER, McR, and GMS results which 
should equal 2.0. Calculation of more terms of b,, will make the results even 
more striking and can easily be carried further. In order to facilitate the 
computation of higher terms and coefficients, the SMP computer language 
was used. 
We see that results are obtained much more easily than by variational 
approaches [ 11. We note that for negative values of x, we get alternating 
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TABLE 111 
Analytic Approximation with 4,2 
- 1.0 2.OOOOOO 0.2 2.OOOOO0 
-0.8 2.OOOOOo 0.4 2.OOOOOo 
-0.6 2.OOOOO0 0.6 2.owooo 
-0.4 2.oooooo 0.8 2.OOOQOO 
-0.2 2.000000 1.0 2.OOoooo 
0.0 2.ooomo 
Note. c$,~ is the analytic approximation with 12 terms to the inlinite sum 
which represents U. The correct result for DU is 2.0 exactly. 
series which converge rapidly. For the positive values, convergence was 
slower so we calculated #i2 which is more than we usually seem to need. 
The terms in Table III were computed with numerical approximations of 
derivatives with a 0.2 step size which does not show the accuracy of the 
Adomian decomposition method which does not require discretization. 
Thus D$,, is very much closer to 2.0 than the McR or GMS results 
but still is not perfect. If we compute analytic derivatives, we have 
Dc$,, = 2.000000 to 7-digit accuracy. Thus the Adomian method is clearly 
superior in accuracy. (The reason for going as far as $r2 is that the number 
40 in the coefficient makes the system rather stiff.) Our conclusion is that 
the decomposition is not only easier to use but extremely accurate. The 
references how that it also is easily extended to nonlinear multidimen- 
sional cases difficult and in some cases impossible by other methods. 
An additional advantage is that the procedure works as well in the multi- 
dimensional case or even if we have nonlinear terms which are then written 
as sums of the appropriate Adomian polynomials as discussed in [2, 31. 
Finally, the procedure is also easily extended to V 2u = f(x, y, z) + ku or 
even V2u + Nu = f(x, J’, z) + ku, where NM is an analytic term. 
Let us consider this equation more generally, writing it in the form 
d2u/dx2 - kxu = g (where in our example, k = 40, g = 2). Then the solution 
is given by 
u=ct 1 + i k”‘x”“/ fj (3/i- I)(34 
v,= I I’ 1 
1 + 2 k’“x”“,/ fj (3p)(3p+ 1) 
m=l I’ 1 1 
+ (gX2/2) f km-x”“/ fi (3~ + 1)(3~ + 2) 
m=” I ,, = 0 
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where c, , c2 are evaluated from given conditions. We arrive at this result as 
follows: 
Lu=g+kxu 
L-~‘Lu= Lm-‘g+ L-‘kxu 
L-‘Lu=u-c,-c*x 
u=c, +c,x+gx2/2+kL-‘xu. 
Let u = C,“=. u,, and define u,, = c, + czx + 8x2/2. Then 
u=u,+L-‘kx f u, 
n=O 
un+, = L-‘kxu,, na0 
u, = L-‘kxu, 
=Lp’[c,kx+c2kx2+(g/2)kx3] 
u, = c, kx’l2.3 + c2kx4/3 .4 + (g/2) kx5/4. 5 
uz=Lplkxu, 
=Lp’[c,k2x4/2.3+c2k2x5/3.4+(g/2)kx6/4.5] 
u2=c,k2x6/2~3.5~6+c2k2x7/3.4~6.7 
+ (g/2) k2x8/4 .5 .7 .8. 
Continuing in the same manner, 
u3=c,k3x9/2~3~5~6~8~9+c2k3x’0/3~4~6~7~9~10 
+(g/2)k3x”/4.5.7.8.10.11 
WI .iting u = uO + C,“=, u,, 
u=c,+c2x+(g/2)x2 
If we include the uO term in the summation, we get the result given in (1). 
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Using our usual [l] notation for the n-term approximation, that 
#,, = xyzCj u,, we can write (1) in the form 
where 
Next we will evaluate the constants from the (approximate,) boundary 
conditions. u( 1) = 0 implies that 
and u( - 1) = 0 implies that 
which gives us the matrix equation 
( L(1) rim(l) Cl x i ( - (g/2) i,(l) 5,(-l) ulm(-1) cz = > -kP)M-1) ’ 
Thus 
where 
A- 
(p’( -(g/2)i,(l) ), 
-(2?/2)i,(-1) 
?A-1) 
r,(l)r,(-l)-r,(l)5,(-1) 
-5,(-1) 
5,(1)1,(-1)-rlm(l)5m(-1) 
-sttsl) 
5*(1)rlm(-l)-llm(1)5,(-1) 
L(l) 
LA 1) ?m( - 1) - v,( 1) LA - 1) 
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Thus 
c =rlm(1)(8/2)im(-1)-~m(-1)(8/2)im(l) 
1 
5,(1)rlm(-l)-sm(l)~,(-l) 
c2=e,c-l)(g!‘2)i,(l)--5,(l)(gi’2)i,(-l) 
5,(1)11,(-1)-ulm(l)5m(-l) ’ 
so the explicit solution satifying the given conditions is obtained. 
It makes no real difference whether we have an initial value or a 
boundary value problem in the l-dimensional case. Consider a simple 
example: d2u/dx2 + au= g now letting 51, g be constants purely for con- 
venience in evaluation. The same procedure gives us U= c, + c2x + 
L-‘g- L-‘au or 
for n 2 0; 
uo=c,+c2x+L~‘g=c,+c,x+gx2/2 
u,+1 = --L-sxu, 
u=c,+c2x+gx2/2-c,ax2/2 
- c,ax3/3! - gax4/4! + . . . 
or 
u=cI f (-l)na”x2n/(2n)! 
n=O 
+g 2 (-l)Hanx2n+2/(2n+2)! 
whose analytic sum is 
u=c,cos&x+c,sin&x+(g/a)[l-cos&x] 
If this is an initial value problem, we trivially identify c1 = u(0) and 
c2 = u’(0). If it is a boundary value problem, we will have, in general, 
conditions such as 
U’bI) + Bl 4x,) = Yl 
02) + P24x2) = Y2. 
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Since normally we will not have the sum of the series but only the n-term 
approximant b,, = xy:,, u,, we will use #,, to satisfy the conditions. In this 
particular case, we can use U; the procedure is the same. 
The boundary conditions are now 
--C,&sin&x,+c,cos&x, 
+(g/&)sinJGx,+B,c,cos&x, 
+(B,4&)sin&xl +(Plg/~)llcos(&xl)-13 =Y, 
and 
-c,&sin&x2+c,cosJx2 
+ (g/Ji) sin & x2 + fi2c, cos J@ x2 
+ (B2c2i&) sin &x2 + (B2gia)CW& -x2) - II= y2, 
i.e., two equations in the unknowns c,, c2 which we can write as 
AC=T, 
where C is the column vector of c, , c2, f is the column vector of y, , y2, 
and 
where 
A,,= -,,/&sin(&x,)+P,cos(&x,) 
sin(& x,) 
AI,=co~(&x,)+~, r 
A,, = -,,b sin(& x2) + fi2 cos(,,& x2) 
A22 = cost& ~2) + Bz 
sin(J;Z x2) 
A 
r* =y, _gsin($xl~~b,g b(&)- 11 
a a 
rz=y2--g 
sin(& x2) + g ccos (&x2,- 11 
& 2 a 
A=detA=A,,A,,-A,,A,,#O. 
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Then 
1 A*2 -A,* 
A-l=lA-i -A,, A,, ’ 
so that c,, c? are determined. 
Now let us consider d*u/dx*+ctu=fi with u(x,)=a and u(x,)= b. Let 
L=d*/dx* and write Lu+cru=fi or u=c, +c2x+/?x2/2-XL-%. Let 
u=C;=~U, defining u,=c,+c2x+/?x2/2. Now 
u n+l = -CCL-G.& 
for n > 0. If we take the one-term approximant #I = u0 we have 4, = 
c1 + c2x + @x*/2, satisfying the conditions 
i,(x,)=a 
h(xd=b. 
Thus 
or 
c, + c2x, + /lx:/2 = a 
c, + c2 x2 + /3x:/2 = b 
If 
we have 
KC = a - l3# 
I I b-/lx;/2 
c=K-’ 
a-/lx:/2 
I I b - /3x:/2 ’ 
K-’ = 
x2 -X ~ __ 
x2-x1 x2 -x1 
-1 1 ~ - 
x*-x1 x*-x1 
564 
Thus 
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We can call c, =c,, and c2 = c2, since this is from the 4, approximation. 
We can get c,,,, czn for qS,, and as n -+ x, cl,, -+ c,, and cl,, + c2, i.e., to the 
correct values of the solution, u is determined. Proceeding in this manner, 
42=u0+u1 
u,=c,+c,x+~x2/2 
u,= -ML 'u. 
42(x1) = a 
42(-d = b 
K2C= 
Going to the third approximant, 
43 = uo + u1+ u2 
u,=c,+c2x+px2/2 
u,= -cc'u, 
u2= -crLP'u, 
43(xI = a 
43(x2) = b 
Continuing, we can write 
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Other boundary conditions can be handled in the same manner, e.g., 
du(xJ -=b 
dx 
or 
d 
z 4x1) + kl WI I= a 
$ 4x2) + k,u(x2) = b. 
If we determine the constants from the m-term approximation 
q5m =Cyz-0’ ui, we can call our constants elm, czm whose limits as m -+ 00 
are respectively ci , c2. In this case we are using 4, as U, an approximation, 
of course. Now the boundary conditions are: 
The procedure is the same except the c, becomes c,,,, and c2 becomes c2m 
and the infinite sums are now summations from n = 0 to m - 1. Thus we 
can work with a three-term approximation or a ten-term approximation 
which of course refines the values of the constants. 
If we consider d2u/dx2 + CIU= g with u(x,)= b,, and u(x2) = b2, the 
decomposition solution 
2.4 = f u, = Cl f (- 1)” a”x2”/(2n)! 
II=0 n=O 
+ cz f ( - 1)” anx2n+ ‘/(2n + l)! 
n=O 
+ f: (-l)naH(L-l)n+lg 
tl=O 
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can be written as 
Satisfying the boundary conditions, 
or 
Inverting the first matrix, we have 
( 
12(x*) -i&1) 
iI I*(%)--II(%) 12(x,) il(-Xl) 12(X2)-il(-%) iAx,) 
-iI iI 
iI i*(x2)- iI iAX’) i,(Xl) 12(x2) -iI TZ(Xl) >? 
so the cr, c2 are evaluated by multiplying this inverse and the matrix 
involving b,, b2 above and substituting 
i,(x) = 2 (- 1)” cc”x9(2n)! 
II=0 
C*(x) = 1 ( - 1)” cPx2’1 + ‘/(2n + 1 )! 
?I=0 
y(x)= i (-l)YX*(,~‘)~+‘g 
II=0 
= n;. ( - 1)” Cl*gxZn +2/(2n + 2)! 
If we substitute the truncated series for [, , cz, y, we obtain the approximate 
constants cln, cZn. 
Stochastic Case. Suppose we have the case Lu + Ru = g with L the 
second-order operator d2/dt2, g is a function of t, and R can be a stochastic 
process. The correlation (u(t,)u(t2)) = (C,“=. u,(tl) CF& u,,(t2)) which 
we will write as (x:n”=O K,,( t,, t2)) and define by 
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If we consider the extension to a linear partial differential equation such 
as u,, + uY-” + CIU = g, again treating c(, g as constants although they can be 
functions of x and y, we now have four boundary conditions. The condi- 
tions on x can be written 
$.(,l. Y)+B*u(x,, Y)=Yl 
$(x2, Y)+P*4%, Y)=Y, 
and the conditions on y 
%x, y1)+83u(x, y,)=y3 
aY 
%X> Y2)+844x> Yd=Y‘P 
ay 
Since L;‘L,u=u-cl-c2x and L; ‘L.,u=u-k,-kzy, we must 
evaluate cl = c,(v), c2 = c2(y), k, = k,(x), k, = k,(x). The decomposition 
procedure [Z] yields 
or 
u=cl+c2x+L,‘g-LL;‘(xu-LL;‘Lyu 
u=kl+k2y+L,‘g-L,,‘m-LL,‘L,u 
u=:{(c’+k,)+c2x+k2y}+$(L;‘+L,;‘)g 
- &(L,’ + LJT1) tlu- $(L;’ LI. + L.,‘L,)u. 
Letting u = C,“= O u, and defining 
~,=~(c,k’+c~x+k~y)+~(L;‘+L,‘)g, 
we find 
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yields all components of IL Substituting b,,, for u in the boundary condi- 
tions gives us 
AC= I’ 
C=A ‘r 
as before. The general case of partial differential equations in two or three 
dimensions such as V2u(x, y, 2) =.f‘(x, y, z) - k(x, y, z)u(x, y, z) is dealt 
with in [4] with several examples. 
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